
QuickField Model Editor 2D



Model editor
Material physical properties,

field sources and 
boundary conditions

Results analysis

Problem setup

Geometry model is an essential part 
of any QuickField simulation project.



Start QuickField and locate the 
problem file (.pbm) you want to 
work with or create a new one.



When the problem is opened 
you can start the Model Editor 
by clicking on the Geometry
file in the problem tree.



Depending on the model class the 
2D model represents a cross-
section of either infinitively long 
or cylindrical body.
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For axisymmetric model you 
should draw only upper half of 
the cross-section. Axis of the 
rotation is always horizontal.
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In-plane coordinates could be 
Cartesian or Polar. You can switch 
between coordinate systems at 
any moment.
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In-plane coordinates could be 
Cartesian or Polar. You can switch 
between coordinate systems at 
any moment.
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You can change 
the length units.



Geometry model consists 
of combination of vertices, 
edges and blocks.
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Vertex is a point in an 
empty space, or an 
end of the edge.



Edge is a line segment 
or a circular arc, with 
vertices on its ends.
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Block is a polygonal subregion 
surrounded by the edges.
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To add vertices and edges 
switch to Insert mode.



To add a vertex double-click 
in the model window. New 
vertex will be created in the 
nearest Grid node.



You can disable Grid or 
adjust its setting.



To add a vertex in arbitrary 
place use Edit > Add Vertices…



An edge can be a straight line or an 
arc. You can select the angle value 
or enter it as a number.



You can draw (click and drag) 
the new edge between the 
existing vertices and/or grid 
nodes.



You can construct a 
circle from several arcs.



To cancel the last geometry 
changes you can use Undo
and Redo buttons.

There are also Undo and 
Redo commands in the Edit
menu.



Use the Zoom
buttons or use the 
mouse wheel to 
adjust the view.



You can pane the model 
by moving the mouse 
with LEFT mouse button 
pressed.



Switch to Select Objects
mode to select and 
manipulate the 
geometry objects.



You can select objects by clicking 
on them with LEFT mouse 
button or capture them by the 
rubber band with RIGHT mouse 
button pressed.

To select multiple objects hold 
the CTRL key pressed. 



You can duplicate, 
move or copy 
selected objects.



Another option is to drag the 
selected objects using the mouse. 
Hold ALT key pressed to start drag 
(left mouse button pressed).

Hold CTRL to create a copy.

Hold SHIFT to move the object 
without connected edges.



Use properties pane to review 
the selected object properties, 
assign the label and adjust 
finite element mesh spacing.



Labels are used to identify 
objects and for specifying 
their physical properties 
using Data Editor.



Before solving the 
problem you should build 
the finite element mesh.



Manually adjusted mesh 
spacings are displayed as 
circles around vertices.
There is no circles around 
vertices with automatic 
spacing.



You can toggle mesh  
visibility in blocks 
and on edges.



Next watch the Data Editor tutorial


